Introducing STAIRLUX by Westline.
With over 30 years professional experience, Westline are a family run company who designs,
manufactures and fits custom-made luxury stairs and beautiful balconies along with balustrades.
Westline know that a unique, made-to-order, staircase can become the ultimate focal design feature
in an attractive home and have introduced the perfect product, StairLux, the next step in staircase
design. A high-end, customisable product, StairLux allows customers to become their own designer
and create the staircase of their dreams.
Experts in their field, Westline works closely with customers, from conception to completion. Using
quality materials, customers can choose from steel, oak, stainless steel and glass, to customise
staircase treads, frames, balustrades/balconies and associated products.
Westline customer, Judith Donkin, from Rowlands Gill, purchased a StairLux staircase in June 2017.
Speaking of her experience, Judith said: “Our previous staircase was made out of mahogany wood
and it got to the stage where it was looking old and outdated, so we wanted to modernise it.
“I had a picture in my mind as to how I wanted my new staircase to look, having been inspired by the
glass staircases you see in retail shops.
“I had heard of Westline previously as I used to work in Birtley where Westline are based, and so
decided to take a visit to their showroom to see what they had to offer. They had on display a
beautiful glass and wooden staircase which was exactly what I had pictured in my head.
“After visiting the showroom, one of Westline’s expert team, Paul, came to our home to measure
out the space and discuss our specification. Originally I wanted glass panels with an oak step, but
Paul recommended an all glass as he believed this would better suit the modern design I was after.
As I hadn’t viewed an all glass staircase, I was invited to look at a previous project, but I had faith in
Paul’s expertise and ordered the full glass. I’m glad I did as I absolutely love it! It’s exactly what I
wanted.
“I don’t know anyone else who has a staircase like mine and when friends and family come to visit
they are all wowed.
“I would definitely recommend Westline. They are a lovely family run business who were very
professional and friendly throughout the whole process. Their customer service was brilliant and
they also offered aftercare which was great.”
Westline help their customers to create their dream home. For more information, call their friendly
team on 0191 543 6564.

